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Introduction Studiotech UK was brought in by

architects, The Harris Partnership, to
assist with the detailed design and
delivery of a full feature lighting
scheme for the extension of the
Leeds based shopping centre.
Studiotech took The Harris
Partnership’s concept and designed a
deliverable and achievable scheme
within budget. The concept included
various areas throughout the
extension, including recessed linear
amenity lighting, catenary lighting,
handrail lighting and RGB colour
changing feature lighting.
Each one of these aspects required
coordination with various trades to
ensure the lighting integrated within
the structure and didn’t appear
obtrusive to the scheme.
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Functionality One of the main challenges involved

the installation of the 65 catenary
mounted luminaires above the public
realm as it required a considerable
amount of design and engineering to
create the desired aesthetic effect.
Each steel wire rope was
manufactured to an exact length and
was fixed to the buildings at
positions agreed with the structural
engineer.
Where there was no building to fix
to, we supplied and installed 6No. 7
metre columns that allowed us to
illuminate the full public realm using
only the catenary lighting.
Each of the wire ropes were attached
to bespoke brackets and tensioned to
ensure it would remain taught across
the 25m distance.

Additional
elements

For the illumination of the canopy,
we worked directly for the fabric
specialists and created a bespoke
powder coated mounting bracket to
match the supporting column.
We liaised with the tensile specialists
on aspects including mounting
positions, cable routes and clamping
mechanism to ensure our lighting
and supporting elements improved
as opposed to hindered the
aesthetics of the structure.
Our lighting was angled upwards to
directly illuminate the tensile canopy
but also used soft indirect lighting to
provide adequate ambient
illumination to the play area beneath.
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Effect

The most dynamic feature involved
the installation of RGB colour
changing fixtures to the cinema
façade.
The lighting was installed behind
mesh panels allowing it to capture
the architectural features of the
design.
The result is a truly eye catching
display that is programmed in line
with key calendar dates and events
to allow for even further community
engagement.
Studiotech retained responsibility to
complete installation and
programming at this impressive new
leisure destination.
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